
Law Enforcement Urges Dark Web Hackers to
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Thieves
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Authorities are urging hackers on the
Dark Web to provide dirt on the thieves
who recently leaked data from the affairs
website Ashley Madison.

WASHINGTON, D.C., UNITED STATES,
August 25, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In

an article written for the Huffington Post by Tech Staff Writer Dana Liebelson it is reported that law
enforcement authorities are urging hackers on the Dark Web, a shadowy part of the Internet that
requires special software to access, to provide dirt on the thieves who recently leaked data from the
affairs website Ashley Madison. The website's Canada-based parent company, Avid Life Media, is
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offering a reward of CA$500,000 (about $379,132 in U.S.
dollars) for information leading to the arrest and prosecution
of those responsible.

The Impact Team, a group of hackers, dumped a massive
amount of stolen data from Ashley Madison on the Internet
last week. The leaks have included personally identifiable
information from the website's millions of users. 

"To the hacking community who engage in discussions on the
Dark Web and who no doubt have information that could
assist this investigation, we [are] appealing to you to do the

right thing," said Bryce Evans, acting staff superintendent of the Toronto Police Service, in a press
conference on Monday.

Evans urged the hacking community to "acknowledge that this is a unique situation that has caused
enormous social and economic fallout. You know the Impact Team has crossed the line."

Canadian police forces are working with a number of other law enforcement agencies, including the
FBI. Officials on Monday described some of the fallout of the hack, including credit card exploitation,
"hate crimes" and two unconfirmed reports of suicides linked to the leak.

Some 15,000 of the email addresses included in the breach appear to be government and military
accounts, CNN reported, although it's unclear which of those accounts have been verified.

Officials provided few details about the identity of the hackers in the press conference, but Evans said
the investigation -- which he called "Project Unicorn" -- is progressing in a "positive fashion." Some
security experts have speculated that the hack was an inside job, but officials at Monday's press
conference did not indicate whether that was a particular focus of the investigation.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/hackers-ashley-madison_55db3990e4b04ae49703b444?utm_hp_ref=technology&kvcommref=mostpopular
http://money.cnn.com/2015/08/22/technology/ashley-madison-hack-government-workers/


Evans noted that several employees at Avid Life Media received a threatening message on their
computers in July, accompanied by the song "Thunderstruck" by AC/DC. Evans said the company has
been fully cooperative with the police investigation. As of Monday, he said, "the investigative team has
found no criminal wrongdoing involving Avid Life Media." 

“Private investigators have an important role to play in cases like this,” says John A. DeMarr, P.I., a
licensed California private investigator since 1988.   

“If you think or know that your business identity or information has been compromised we can help
you resolve the problems caused and make you safe in the future.” says John A. DeMarr, P.I., a
licensed Orange County private investigator. “Our 30 years of experience make all the difference - in
the service levels and innovative approaches we can offer our clients.” 

To learn more about what a private investigator can do to assist you, contact John A. DeMarr, P.I., at
(877) 433-6277.
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